Long Prawn: Deep food thinking.

Let’s chew the fat?
Carve up and share some ideas for uncharted food related content.
Meditations that honour deep food thinking and the individuals and rituals behind the foods and experiences.
mail@longprawn.com
THESE SOUPS, STOCKS AND BROTHS ARE SIMPLE AND ARTFUL, AND ARE IMBUED WITH SOME SORT OF MAGIC BEYOND THE RECIPE.

SOUPS STOCKS BROTH
BOUILLON BREW BORSCHT
CHOWDER ELIXIR STOCK
REJUVENATING CONSMÉ
HODGE-PODGE SOPA
ESCABECH GAZPAGO
THESE SOUPS, STOCKS AND BROTHS ARE SIMPLE AND ARTFUL, AND ARE IMBUED WITH SOME SORT OF MAGIC BEYOND THE RECIPE.
SOUPS STOCKS BROTH
BOUILLON BREW BORSCHT
CHOWDER ELIXIR STOCK
REJUVENATING CONSOMMÉ
HODGE-PODGE SOPA
ESCAPECHE GAZPACHO

NAME: CABALLO VEGETAL

These soups, stocks and broths are simple and artful, and are imbued with some sort of magic beyond the recipe.
SOUPS STOCKS BROTH
BOUILLON BREW BORSCHT
CHOWDER ELIXIR STOCK
REJUVENATING CONSOMMÉ
HODGE-PODGE Sopa
ESCABECHES GAZPACHO

NAME: REY CARNE

THESE SOUPS, STOCKS AND BROTHS ARE SIMPLE AND ARTFUL, AND ARE IMBUED WITH SOME SORT OF MAGIC BEYOND THE RECIPE.